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QUESTION 1

Which Celerra component exports file systems for NFS and CIFS access? 

A. Control Station 

B. DAE2 

C. Data Mover 

D. Storage processor 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

An administrator configured Data Mover network devices to transmit frames on all links for redundancy. 

Which network configuration was used to accomplish this? 

A. LACP 

B. Proxy ARP 

C. Ethernet channel 

D. RARP 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which benefit is achieved by assigning a VLAN tag to a network interface on a Data Mover? 

A. Ability to access different VLANs through one physical port 

B. Increases performance and throughput in the event of a failoCer 

C. Load balancing 

D. Port failover 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

A customer has reported that two file systems that were originally mounted on a Sun server are now unmounted after a
reboot. What is a possible cause? 
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A. File systems always need to be manually remounted after a reboot 

B. File systems were soft mounted 

C. Fixed mount of the file system was used 

D. Hard mount of the file systems was used 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

When troubleshooting slow performance on a Data Mover, a network trace has just been captured. When the trace is
opened, a very large number of TCP retransmissions are observed. What is the most likely cause for these
retransmissions? 

A. Duplicate IP addresses 

B. Invalid broadcast address 

C. Speed and duplex mismatch 

D. TCP window size is too large 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

In an iSCSI environment, which type of authentication can the Celerra use? 

A. CHAP 

B. IPSec 

C. Kerberos 

D. SSL 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

After a power outage, you notice the Control Station has not powered up but users have access to their data. How do
you explain the data access? 

A. Once a Data Mover is configured it operates independently from the Control Station. 

B. Since the Control Station was unavailable, the standby Data Mover was activated. 

C. Users have the data cached on their workstations. 
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D. Data was being accessed directly from the back-end storage. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

A customer has two locations separated by a 22 kms data link distance. The systems administrator needs a disaster
recovery solution with zero data loss, mirroring the production data from the primary site to the secondary site. 

The administrator also requires a read-only copy at the secondary site for backups and application testing. 

Which Celerra solution would best meet this requirement? 

A. Celerra Replicator 

B. FarCopy 

C. NearCopy 

D. SnapSure 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

A customer has a fully populated NS704G. Three servers will be loaded as pnmary servers with the fourth in standby
mode. One of the primary servers (server_2) will provide access to mission-critical data. The other two servers
(server_3 and server_4) will share out archived data for backup purposes. 

In case of Data Mover failure, which standby policies can be invoked on server_2, server_3, and server_4 to ensure that
mission-critical data receives priority status? 

A. Auto on server_2, retry on server_3 and server_4 

B. Manual on server_2, retry on server_3 and server_4 

C. Override on server_2, manual on server_3 and server_4 

D. Priority on server_2, manual on server_3 and server_4 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

Upon issuing the NSLOOKUP command, the following error message is returned: 

*** can\\'t find server name for address 192.168.10.5 

Which record is missing from the DNS zone? 

A. Forward Zone 
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B. Name Server 

C. PTR 

D. Start of Authority 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

One of the Celerras in the data center dropped all client access suddenly. Upon further investigation, you discover that
the primary blade is in a panicked state but did not fail over to the standby blade. 

What is one possible cause for this? 

A. The Control Station was powered off. 

B. The standby blade was running at reason code 5. 

C. The primary blade was unable to ping the standby blade. 

D. The Control Station had NAS services started. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

You have moved a VDM from one Data Mover to another. Now the users cannot access the data. What could cause this
condition? 

A. Interface names are different to the source VDM. 

B. Target Data Mover sees all file systems of the source VDM. 

C. You keep the same IP addresses. 

D. The IP address on the target Data Mover is set before the move. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

Which Celerra quota implementation choice is responsible for absolute limits on disk block usage? 

A. Hard 

B. Limited 

C. Soft 

D. Tracking 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

Using HyperTerminal and the proper cable, you have connected your service laptop to the Control Station com port.
After booting the Control Station with a non-edited boot floppy, you are now at the boot prompt. 

Which option could you choose to complete a new install of a Celerra NS? 

A. install 

B. kickstart 

C. serialinstall 

D. serialkickstart 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

In configuring a customer\\'s Celerra for network access, which device name is referenced when assigning an IP
address to a Data Mover? 

A. ace 

B. ana 

C. cge 

D. fcp 

Correct Answer: C 
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